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                      Edit ECU Software By
                      Yourself
                    

                    

                    

                    
                      NuoVolta makes adjustments
                      for your requests on the ecu software.
                    

                    
                      Ecu software helps you solve your problems and fulfill
                      your requests and offers suggestions.
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                      Easy, Fast and 

                      Stable Usage Experience
                    

                    

                    

                    
                      Customizing the ecu software you will do with
                      NuoVolta works compatible
                      with all operating systems.
                    

                    It offers a seamless usage experience at its best.

                  

                

              


              
              
              
              
              
            

          

          
          
            
              
                
                
                  
                    
                      Basic info about company
                    

                    NuoVolta Software

                    
                      NuoVolta is aware of its work and its value. He started
                      this service to put an end to desperation and
                      helplessness.
                      


                      We all recognize the need for a manual solution. No
                      program in the world has NV analysis and calculation
                      capabilities. We didn't portray Volta in order to earn a
                      lot of money and live better.
                      

                      Our first goal is; Our name should not be forgotten, we
                      have been producing solutions for decades and we have
                      supported many companies in their work. And none of them
                      were in favor of making improvements for the user. He did
                      not edit his algorithms, did not employ qualified
                      engineers.
                      

                      We have been working both at the table and in the field
                      for many years.
                      

                      We know what you need, we serve with this responsibility.
                    

                  

                


                
                
                  
                    
                      
                      
                        
                        Easy

                        
                          We worked with the design team for a long time to
                          prepare a file very easily.
                        

                      

                      
                      
                        
                        Fast

                        
                          We prepared the fastest solution with the most
                          up-to-date technologies.
                        

                      

                    

                    
                      
                      
                        
                        Stable

                        
                          The files you have prepared with NuoVolta have been
                          tried before.
                        

                      

                    

                  

                

              

            

          

          
          
            
              
                
                
                  
                    20+ Year Of Experience

                    Our Services & Skills

                  

                  
                  	
                      
                        Car90%
                      

                      
                        
                      

                    
	
                      
                        Truck95%
                      

                      
                        
                      

                    
	
                      
                        Agriculture70%
                      

                      
                        
                      

                    
	
                      
                        Construction85%
                      

                      
                        
                      

                    



                  
                  
                    
                    
                      
                      
                      
                        1K+

                        Customer

                      

                    

                    
                    
                      
                      
                      
                        17K+

                        Files
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                      Edit Ecu Software By Yourself

                      
                        

We offer you all the experience we have
                        accumulated over the years from a single point.
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                Our Pricing
              

              

              
              
                  Select package type
                  
                      Select an option
FULL (All Vehicle Types)
CAR
CAR CHIP TUNING
CAR + CAR CHIP TUNING
TRUCK
TRUCK CHIP TUNING
TRUCK + TRUCK CHIP TUNING
AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE CHIP TUNING
AGRICULTURE + AGRICULTURE CHIP TUNING
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION CHIP TUNING
CONSTRUCTION + CONSTRUCTION CHIP TUNING
DTC (All Vehicle Types)


                      
                  

              

              
                  Select the number of files
                  
                      Select an option


                      
                  

              

              
                  Select price
                  
                      Select an option


                      
                  

              


              

              
                
                  
Click to fill the order form

              
              

              
                
	
                    Fast Support : 1 hour - 12 hour
                  
	
                    Normal Support : 1 day – 5 day
                  
	
                    We do not sell demo packages for USA.
                  
	
                    Dtc and File  Database are active and free (without credit) in all module packages.
                  
	
                    NuoVolta DTC module recognizes and  off "SPN - P - Manufactured - U - C - D" codes.
                  
	
                  You don't use the DTC when your limit is reset.
                  Nuovolta reserves the right to revoke your license if we notice that you are keeping your limit at a certain level and only using DTC.
                  Because the DTC module in our other packages is a service we offer free of charge to increase the quality of service.
                  
	
                    To use the NuoVolta program and to use the packages, a 200 € (dongle-shipping) package must be purchased.
                  
	
                    In a file, removing more than one module is 1 limit. For example: Dpf+Egr+Scr+etc removal = 1 limit or only DPF removal 1 limit.
                  
	
                    Our chiptuning files are set to Stage 1. A Stage 2, Stage 3 or higher performance will not be tuned. No encryption and NO READ. You can tuned the file yourself if you wish. Chiptuning file Cost Car: 2 limits - Other Vehicles: 3 limits
                  
	
                    Custom modules (E85-Popbang etc) & IMMO are only available for users who have purchased a full package.
                  
	
                    All packages include First year update.
                  
	
                    Active until your NuoVolta limit runs out. However, if you do not receive an update package after 1 year (if your package includes Technical support), your Technical support service will be terminated.
                  
	
                    Due to VAT and Customs laws, Shipping and Payment countries may vary to avoid additional costs to the buyer  (Through our dealers)  But if it's not a problem for you (we will send from EU if you don't mind + VAT and customs cost)
                  
	
                    You can buy a top package by paying the difference at any time.
                    

                    Transfer explanation:
                    	
                        If you have used more than 10% of your current package, you cannot upgrade to the next package.
                      
	
                        The purpose here is to see the price / benefit status of the NV and take advantage.
                      
	
                        When you upgrade to a higher package, the rights you have used will be deducted from your current package.
                      


                  
	
                    Working Time
                    	
                        Monday - Friday 09:00 - 18:00 (GMT+2)
                      


                  
	
                    NuoVolta will not offer discounts or promotions for any reason at any time!
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                        CONSTRUCTION

                      

                    

                  

                


                
                  Brand List

                  

                


                
                  ECU List

                  

                

                
                  
                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                    
	
                      What is ALL MODULE POSSİBLE :
                        	
                            ADBLUE/SCR-DPF/FAP-EGR/AGR-GPF-OPF-LAMBDA/O2-TVA-FLAPS/SWİRL-MAF-WATER PUMP OFF
                          
	
                            SPEED*-SAP-EVAP-NOX-CAT-VSA-CHİP TUNİNG
                          
	
                            SPEED* (Does not apply to all software)
                          
	
                            DTC codes of the module you turned off are automatically turned off
                          


                      
	
                      When you upload your file to NV, if the module you want is not active, if you are sure that the module exists in your file and your file is 100% original, open a ticket. 
                      
 It will be added in 1-12 hours for users who buy fast support.
                      
 It will be added in 1-5 days for users who buy normal support.
                      
	
                      FILES ARE SENT WITHOUT CHECKSUM. WE DO NOT SUPPORT CHECKSUM. 
                      ESPECIALLY YOU MUST MAKE YOUR CUMMINS FILES WITH CHEKSUM. 
                      (MANY DEVICES CUMMINS CHEKSUM IS NOT SUCCESSFUL. ECU BREAKS)
                      


                  

                

              

            

          
          
          
            
              
                
                
                  
                    Have any Question ?

                    Let's Get In Touch

                  

                  
                  
                    
                      

                      
                        
                          
                        

                      

                      
                        
                          
                        

                      

                    


                    
                      
                    


                    
                      
                    


                    
                    Send Message
                  

                  
                  

                        Some laws in our country restrict some of the services we provide and want to provide. 
                        In order to provide unlimited service to our valued users, we have decided to move our company's headquarters from Italy to Bulgaria.
                    

                    
                    	
                      
                      
                        NuoVolta EODD

                        Email:

                        
                          [email protected]
                        

                        Whatsapp:

                        
                          +39 339 126 6969
                        

                        Contact address:

                        
                          ul. "General Strukov" 5/7, 6500 Svilengrad, Bulgaria
                        

                      

                    
	
                      
                      
                        NuoVolta Turkey Dealer:

                         ESO Marmara Electronic

                         TRChiptuning

                        Whatsapp:

                        
                          +90 554 6930031
                        

                      

                    


                

                  
                  
                  
                
                

              

            

          
        

        
      

    

    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
  